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INTRODUCTION

Life as Usual: All is usual,
moving through life and my story
is about 'my normal'. Individuals
managed work, school, family
and friends.
Noticing a Shift: Shifts in the
narrative of 'my normal' becomes
noticeable, subtle changes but
not easily described in words.
Temporary so life goes back to
usual recurrently.
I Need My Tribe: A person's
story is about who they are, who
they know and who knows them.
Changes: now need to be
hidden out of fear of losing
where they belong within their
circle.
A Clash of Stories: People
notice the changes or I decide to
share my concerns and the
reaction validates the worries
about losing their tribe as people
dismiss, judge or now look at me
with concern and even fear.
I'm Silenced: Once the mental
health concerns are shared they
cannot take it back, it is told.
Many isolate themselves and
find coping mechanisms that
help to get them through like
music, moving, and work but
some self medicate or self harm
as changes worsen. Their fear of
rejection and vulnerability is
validated.
Losing My Story: A crisis occurs
that results in mental health
services intervention. "I was
going to work and pretending I
wasn't dying all the time". Once
treated and diagnosed
individuals began to loose their
life story, surrendering daily life
to a mental illness story and
feeling further removed from
their life as usual.

What everyone has in common is that they can produce a life
story. The story of self. In order to have relationships we’ve all
had to tell little pieces of our story. It’s a story dependent on
personal experiences and how your character exists within
them, other characters within our story, pieces accumulated
and pulled together into layers of who we are.

CONTACT

Our Stories give us meaning for ourselves and let us share
within our community, allowing us to be the author (McLean).
We have a place within our circle, or as one participant said,
“My tribe.”

PURPOSE
To give voice to individuals’ lived experiences, this project is
designed and led by patient researchers who have been
trained in the Patient and Community Engagement Research
(PaCER) methodology. It explores the early experiences of
individuals facing changes in the beginning of their mental
illness. It is intended to give voice to the individuals’ memories,
knowledge and perception of this initial time period.

PaCER Methodology
“As I watched myself sitting here with these
people I am certain something feels different.”
______________________________________
“This is a big deal… this is about me, my
story and my life. I shared my concerns but
it’s awful. I saw how they looked at me
differently.”
______________________________________
“Not until the last day, the last moment did I
want to accept I could not manage what had
been going on. It was a crisis that brought
help to me… I lost the hold of my life as
usual.”

SET PHASE : one focus group was held with six participants. The
guiding question: Can you share with us the initial period of when
you were thinking or feeling different? Identified the initial difficulty for
participants to share the earliest experiences without starting with
their mental illness diagnosis story first.
COLLECT PHASE: consisted of one focus group and four narrative
interviews that were informed by the SET data. The process required
re-telling the story backwards and discovering memories and new
sections of their own stories.
Initially 24 common threads within the focus group data and the
narrative interviews provided 22 separate story scripts.
REFLECT PHASE: consisted of one focus group held to co-analyze the 8
story scripts. Data was added from this session as to how story of
self had changed and the experience of losing the usual way they
had been living life before things began to change.

BACKGROUND
Prevalent research discourse is concentrated around the
individuals’ role as a patient within the mental health care
system, practically ignoring those personal experiences that
do not fit into the picture of a patient-system interaction. The
systemic review by Singh and Grange (2206) demonstrated
the general focal points of interest in research are on early
detection, early intervention, effective diagnostics and timely
treatment.
Deegan (1993) found that most conversations in treatment are
experienced by patients as focused on the illness; it’s
symptoms, therapy and medication, but ignoring the stories
about the individuals’ early lived experiences. Deegan argued
in her article that through the understanding of the person’s
self-stigma, attitudes and beliefs, we can document the
language of the experiences and stories of help-seeking
choices. Patient engagement methods help fill the knowledge
gaps in the area of early experiences through exploring
patients’ stories and finding collective language, this study
allowed the researchers to capture the voice of individuals’
experiences and highlight their beliefs and understandings of
their early mental health changes.
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CONCLUSION
The results that at the early contact with healthcare professionals,
participants lacked an opportunity to express their “life-as-usual” and
experienced a fear of loss of belonging within their community.
Participants felt that their unique life stories began to convert into a
mental illness story. This conversion eliminated or diminished their
individual value and agency. The re-telling and maintaining of “lifeas-usual” stories, as well as the personal stories of experienced
changes, may be a benefit to patients’ positive self-identity and
personal agency, representing their mental illness as only a part of
their life story, rather than their only story. Upon presenting these
findings to both patients and clinicians, many concepts of transferring
this knowledge into service delivery have been considered for
potential program development. This may result in healthier help
seeking choices impacting the creation of stronger supports and
resources and enhancing recovery.

